
LOGISTICS
OPTIMISE INTERNAL COMPANY  LOGISTICS 
AND MAINTAIN AN OVERVIEW



MAKE INTERNAL PROCESSES IN CORPORATE LOGISTICS MORE 
EFFICIENT AND IDENTIFY OPTIMISATION  POTENTIAL

Management of tools and equipment

Intelligent work equipment management

Mail and document management

Extended shop counter Click & Collect – simply shop online and pick up locally



Service available 24/7

Contactless handover

Non-stop overview of 
availability

Secure and reliable storage

Complete logging of all 
processes

YOUR BENEFITS

To operate economically, companies need to provide the right materials and products in the right 
quantity at the right time and place. 

Beyond that, the total costs should be considered. With the INTIMUS-KEMAS solutions, you will make 
sure that employees can quickly access work equipment, documents, goods or tools.

At the same time, you standardise your processes and maintain an overview of the use and condition 
of all resources.

Flexible access concept



MANAGEMENT OF TOOLS AND 
EQUIPMENT 

Economic use and demand-oriented availability of resources

Whether in production halls and workshops or in the clean room - tools, measuring devices and acces-
sories are indispensable for a smooth workflow or production process. Companies should know how 
many tools or machines are in stock, where the equipment is stored and which equipment is in use 
and by whom. In many cases, however, the documentation does not continue after procurement. This, 
in turn, can result in unauthorised employees using expensive measuring devices and the drilling ma-
chine being defective or not returned after use. This increases the costs for annual replacements or 
repairs.

The switch from manual to automated inventory management of tools makes it possible to precisely 
record the inventory, define access regulations for employees and record usage to be able to react 
quickly in cases of damage. In addition, the tools are stored securely in a compartment system and 
thus protected against loss and misuse.



ALSO INTERESTING:

Equipment must be checked for operational readiness before use and is subject to constant inspec-
tion intervals. According to the Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health, you must be able to present a 
complete documentation of the inspection history of your equipment at any time.

Excel tables filled out by hand can have gaps. With the INTIMUS-KEMAS solutions, maintenance 
intervals of tools and equipment can be exactly defined. Either after a certain time (service life) or 
according to use (accesses to the compartment). This ensures more safety at work and automatically 
and precisely fulfils your docu-mentation obligations.

Logging 
Complete documentation helps you prevent 
tampering, shrinkage and theft.

Current tool status 
You know where which tool is at any time 
and thus avoid long search times.

Short response times 
Defects are recorded directly on return and 
can be rectified quickly.

Reservation possible 
Access directly when the tool is needed.

Specialised modules 
Our modules have been optimised for 
different tools. Thus you keep order and 
save space.

BENEFIT AND FUNCTION

24/7 availability 
Staff and external service providers can 
access the resources they need around the 
clock.



Demand planning via booking platform
Just like car sharing, „tool sharing“ works as well. Employees can reserve the tools and equipment they 
need for a specific period and purpose or book them for regular intervals. All upcoming events are 
stored in the system calendar and can be viewed.

All equipment is clearly assigned via RFID to exactly one compartment in a specific compartment sys-
tem. For larger equipment such as ladders, trolleys, etc., there are assigned RFID slots even outside of 
compartments. The employee identifies him/herself and can then pick up the desired equipment. 
When returning the equipment, the condition of the objects can be checked directly at the terminal. In 
case of a defect, the responsible employee, e.g. from maintenance, is informed immediately.

By recording work equipment, an up-to-date overview of the current status is always available. Based 
on the recorded usage data, not only all handovers are logged electronically. You can even evaluate 
which equipment has been reserved and used, when and how often. Through this analysis, potential 
savings can be identified and costs reduced.



There are a multitude of tools used in a compa-
ny that require different storage solutions.

With our specialised modules, you can organise 
your tools and equipment in an optimal, clear 
and space-saving way: You have the choice bet-
ween differently sized compartments or slots. In 
addition, you can choose between indoor and 
outdoor versions.



INTELLIGENT WORK  
EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT 
Organisation of working materials and IT equipment to increase efficiency 

As an entrepreneur, you want to be sure that all your employees are ready to work at all times. To do 
this, you don‘t need to stock up on vast amounts of materials or equipment. Not every day a laptop 
breaks down or a new employee is hired. It is only important that if something is defective or missing, 
employees can access it quickly.

With the INTIMUS-KEMAS solutions you automate your processes. Employees book their work 
equipment requirements themselves conveniently at their workstations or terminals. The issue and 
return of equipment takes place around the clock without staff via the handover terminal. If 
something has been removed, the person in charge is informed and can replace the material 
accordingly. If the equipment needs repair, the employee can exchange it for a replacement and is 
informed as soon as the equipment has been repaired. Then the equipment can simply be 
exchanged again.

With this system, you can optimise the time-consuming organisation and thus save process costs.
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Minimises downtime 
No long waiting times for replacement 
equipment and therefore back to work 
faster

Reduces supply bottlenecks 
Automatic information when a resource falls 
below minimum stock levels.

Bundled ordering and storage 
Everything in one place.

Provides planning security 
Inventory and utilisation rates are 
constantly updated.

Savings potential 
Quantity in circulation can be reduced, 
same as production and personnel costs.

BENEFIT AND FUNCTION

24/7 availability 
Staff and external service providers can 
access the resources they need around the 
clock.

YOUR IT KIOSK FOR:

• New IT equipment
(e.g. laptop, mouse, headset ...)

• Spare equipment

• Production buffer material
(e.g. precious metals ...)

• Access cards and keys



PARCEL AND MAIL 
MANAGEMENT
Optimised mail distribution and document management in the company

Do you know whether you have already received mail today? A letter or perhaps a parcel with the wor-
king materials you ordered? Or has something been delivered for you from another department? The 
postal service usually hands in items at reception and sends a delivery confirmation. And then? Do 
your colleagues inform you or do you have to check your mailbox in the secretary‘s office every day? 
And has something perhaps already got lost?

Wouldn‘t it be more intelligent if you were automatically informed when mail is delivered for you and 
you could pick it up when it suits you?

With an electronic mailbox system, you are automatically informed when mail has been deposited for 
you, whether externally or internally. You can then access it at any time. Until then, however, everything 
is kept safe.



Logging 
Delivery can be verified.

Targeted distribution 
Mail and documents received from internal 
and external sources.

Provides planning security 
Inventory and usage rates are constantly 
updated.

Savings potential 
Circulation volume can be reduced, same as 
production and personnel costs.

High-quality hardware 
Our modules have been optimised for 
different work equipment. This way you 
keep order and save space.

BENEFIT AND FUNCTION

24/7 availability 
Staff and external service providers can 
access the resources they need around the 
clock.

KEPOL PARCEL 
STATIONS
The best delivery systems for the first 
and last mile

With KePol you can reduce costs in the 
logistics chain and increase customer loy-
alty through secure and reliable delivery. 
No double transports - one delivery att-
empt is enough. And your customers can 
pick up their mail at any time around the 
clock.



EXTENDED SHOP COUNTER/ 
CLICK & COLLECT

Simply shop online and collect locally

Simply shopping at the retailer around the corner - as many have learned, this is not always possible. 
It‘s not just the opening hours that sometimes put a spanner in the works. Nevertheless, you don‘t 
want your customers to order from Amazon and Co. Then Click & Collect is exactly what you need:

Your customers order conveniently online. You assemble the goods, place them in a delivery terminal 
in front of your shop and send your customers a QR code for collection. The customer can then pick 
up the purchases even after closing time. Returning goods is also no problem. The customer registers 
the goods for return and can return them to the appropriate depository using the return voucher pro-
vided.

In this way, customers can order free of shipping costs and significantly reduce the otherwise necessa-
ry transport routes. This creates a good conscience and increases customer satisfaction.



Convenient shopping 
Shopping without searching and long 
queues.

Discreet storage 
Goods are stored inaccessible to others.

Cost saving 
Unsuccessful, expensive delivery attempts 
are eliminated.

Intuitive user guidance 
Modern transfer machines with simple 
operation.

High-quality hardware 
Flexible and robust for indoor and outdoor 
use.

BENEFIT AND FUNCTION

24/7 availability 
Availability of order and pickup around the 
clock.

ALSO INTERESTING:
Why don‘t you also offer a 24-hour ser-
vice for fresh laundry? Customers can 
drop off their textiles around the clock 
and pick them up clean afterwards. And 
the laundry service provider involved also 
benefits from the constant availability. 
Existing opening hours do not have to be 
extended.

Possible options are pick-up stations for 
customers in front of supermarkets and 
shopping malls or in companies as a ser-
vice for employees.



ABOUT INTIMUS & KEMAS
INTIMUS has many years of experience in optimizing customers mail management & office 
processes with high quality solutions and highly professional Sales & Service teams. Thanks to the 
collaboration with KEMAS who is a German company located in Oberlungwitz and one of the leading 
suppliers in the field of customer- and employee-operated handover automation solutions based on 
RFID technology we take the next step introducing the process-oriented self-service solutions for the 
transfer of company assets (e.g. keys, mail, parcels, work equipment, tools, textiles, weapons, etc.). 
Local INTIMUS teams together with KEMAS will analyze the customer needs providing the best in 
class innovative solution. The intimus local teams will manage the full implementation and service to 
ensure the maximum excellent customer experience. You can find INTIMUS branches in Belgium, 
Luxemburg, Netherlands, Austria, Spain, France and Portugal.

FURTHER INTERESTING SOLUTIONS ...

Fleet management Key & visitor management 

Are you interested in one of the solutions presented or do you have any questions? Then please do 
not hesitate to contact us. Our team will be happy to receive your e-mail or phone call.

Workwear logistics

WWW.INTIMUS-MPO.COM




